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Myth-Busting Six Misconceptions about
Thematic Investing
In this piece, we seek to respond to six commonly held misconceptions about thematic investing, sharing
data, analyses, and academic theories to reveal the truth behinds these myths.

Myth #1: Thematic investing is easy
Rather than making a subjective and generalized statement about whether thematic investing is ‘easy’ or
‘hard’, we believe its most helpful to share our approach to thematic investing to convey the rigor of our
process. While there are numerous approaches to thematic investing, depending on the asset manager or
investor, we are confident that Global X’s in-depth, research-driven approach meets the challenges of
thematic investing head-on, while offering efficient and precise solutions to investors.
In our view, there are broadly three stages to thematic investing, each with several sub-steps:

1. Theme Identification: identifying a powerful structural theme that is expected to disrupt major segments
of the global economy

2. Methodology Development: establishing a repeatable process to accurately and comprehensively
identify and weigh the companies well-positioned to benefit from the materialization of the theme

3. Ongoing Analysis: constantly monitor the theme to determine how it is evolving over time and make
adjustments as necessary

For theme identification, we start by maintaining a ‘thematic universe’ of approximately 70 themes
suggested by financial firms, consulting groups, futurists, and other organizations. We evaluate and reevaluate each these themes across dozens of dimensions that broadly fall into the categories of Conviction,
Investability, and Time Horizon. For example, to determine our Conviction for a specific theme, we consider
assessments of the theme’s total addressable market, how much of that market has already been
penetrated, short- and long-term catalysts, and potential pitfalls. If it’s a technology-oriented theme, we may
further consider the current state of the technology, whether there is a path to profitability, and if there are
co-dependencies on the emergence of other technologies, among several other factors. For Investability, we
run an analysis of the potential opportunity set of companies with high exposure to the theme, and further
evaluate dynamics like upcoming IPOs, private companies, and venture capital trends. Last, in Time
Horizon, we consider estimates for how quickly the theme may play out, based on historical and anticipated
adoption patterns.
After identifying a powerful theme, we move to the Methodology Development stage. Working with an index
provider, we can spend roughly 6 months fine-tuning an index methodology to create a repeatable process
that accurately captures companies that we believe will benefit from the materialization of a theme. This
requires defining the scope of a theme, such as each of the sub-themes that are involved and relevant
sectors and industries. It also requires a close examination of potential companies to ensure they meet strict
thematic purity levels based on their percentage of revenue or assets. And it further means assessing
different weighting schemes, liquidity thresholds, rebalance schedules, and IPO inclusions, to ensure a welldesigned and liquid basket.
Once the theme is identified and a methodology developed, ongoing analysis spans the entire lifecycle of a
theme, often decades. The goal of this ongoing analysis is to monitor, anticipate, and react to potential
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changes in the theme, including changing drivers or risks, and an evolving opportunity set of companies,
fluctuating valuations and fundamentals, and other dynamics that impact the theme’s trajectory.
Our goal at Global X is to make thematic investing as seamless and rewarding for investors as possible. Our
diligent approach to Theme Identification seeks to curate a list of powerful themes for investors. Our
Methodology Development efforts with index providers seeks to ensure the exposures remain pure and
relevant throughout the life cycle of a theme. And our Ongoing Analysis and freely available research is
designed to optimize our themes over time and assist investors with their own monitoring efforts, so they
can make informed decisions about potential entries and exits.
Not all investors and asset managers take the same approach to thematic investing. Indeed, some may opt
for a less rigorous approach, but in our experience at Global X, thematic investing is anything but easy and
we embrace the challenge.

Myth #2: Thematic investors are mostly self-directed retail
The recent attention on certain investment-focused internet message boards and other social media
channels highlighted that self-directed retail investors are an active and impactful constituency. The rise of
ETFs, as well as zero-commission trading at many brokerages, has played a meaningful role in leveling the
playing field and empowering self-directed retail investors to efficiently access strategies previously limited
to sophisticated institutions, including thematic investing, but also other areas like alternatives, smart
beta/factor investing, currency hedging, and more.
There is a common narrative that thematic investing is dominated by self-directed retail investors. This
assumption likely stems from the relatability of thematic investing. People often assume that retail investors
tend to ‘invest in what they know’ and a theme like electric and autonomous vehicles is likely more familiar
to a retail investor who has seen or owns a Tesla, compared to a quantitative investment strategy developed
by a team of PhDs.
Yet data suggests that this assumption is exaggerated. In 2020, assets from self-directed online platforms
represented just 33% of US net new assets into our thematic growth family of ETFs, which saw more than
$2.6B in inflows over that time frame.1 Other channels, including financial intermediaries (wirehouses,
registered investment advisors, and independent broker dealers), played a much larger role, driving 52% of
inflows. The balance, 15%, came from institutional investors, demonstrating that interest in thematic
investing spans a range of investor types, and is not dominated by retail investors.

Source: Global X ETFs, data from 1.1.20 to 12.31.20
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Myth #3: Thematic is just repackaging the tech sector
Within our thematic classification framework, we identify three categories propelling powerful themes:
Disruptive Technology, People & Demographics, and Physical Environment. Indeed, technology plays a
major role in thematic investing today as rapid advancements in areas like robotics, fintech, connectivity,
and mobility change the way we leverage technologies in our everyday lives. Yet thematic investing is hardly
just repackaging the tech sector for several reasons:

Sector-agnostic approach: we believe thematic investing is best conducted when not constrained to a

particular sector. Whether a robotics company is classified as Industrials, Information Technology, or even
Health Care is irrelevant compared to whether the company is a leader in robotics development. Our Global
X Robotics & Artificial Intelligence ETF (BOTZ) exemplifies this sector-agnostic approach, drawing holdings
from five different sectors, and IT making up less than 50% of the fund’s exposure.

Low Overlap: Even for themes that source more holdings from Information Technology, they tend to share
low overlap with technology sector indexes. For example, the Global X Cloud Computing ETF (CLOU)
allocates approximately 76% to Information Technology.2 Yet the overlap between CLOU and the
Technology Select Sector Index stands at just 5%.3 Differences in selection criteria, weighting schemes,
small cap vs. large cap allocations, and international exposures contribute to this low overlap. The table
below shows the overlap between Global X’s Disruptive technology thematic growth ETFs and the
Technology Select Sector Index, demonstrating that even tech-focused themes tend to provide significantly
differentiated exposure from standard Information Technology indexes.
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Source: AltaVista, as of 2.9.2021. Holdings subject to change.

Beyond Tech: It’s important to recognize that while technology is a major thematic driver it is not the only

source of disruption in the global economy. Changing demographics and consumer habits, as well as an
evolving relationship with the physical environment, also play major roles in driving certain themes. For
example, aging populations around the world, rebuilding and revitalizing U.S. infrastructure, and an
accelerating movement to legalize cannabis are a few examples where technology is not a major contributor
to the disruptive potential of the theme. Therefore, we encourage investors to look beyond technology when
considering thematic investments.

Myth #4: Thematic investing encourages chasing ‘shiny objects’ or following
popular fads
The Diffusion of Innovations Theory, popularized by professor Everett Rogers, explains how new products
or ideas are adopted across a market. The theory holds that adoption starts slowly among a small group of
innovators, as an unproven product is tested. As the product improves, innovators share their excitement
and the product gains more acceptance, expanding to early adopters. Early adopters further evangelize the
product’s benefits and growth accelerates as the mass market, the early majority and late majority, adopt
the technology. Finally, the laggards, or the holdouts, finally adopt the technology as growth tapers.
By contrast, the Hype Cycle, popularized by the IT research firm Gartner, holds that excitement around new
technologies tends to precede actual adoption. As a new technology is developed, it gains outsized visibility
as the market fantasizes about its potential. Reality tends to settle in, with this visibility normalizing with
actual adoption patterns over time.

It’s important to note that both the Diffusion of Innovations Theory and the Hype Cycle are theoretical and
the chart above is purely illustrative. The actual speed, timing, and magnitude of adoption and hype vary
product by product. Its also useful to clarify that hype itself is not necessarily a bad thing or a good thing. A
new product receiving lots of attention can still meet or even exceed those expectations. A technology
company with outsized media attention does not necessarily make it overvalued. And sometimes hype can
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even be self-fulfilling in that it brings outsized visibility to certain products, advancing adoption faster than
otherwise.
But as it relates to our myth #4, the concept of ‘chasing a shiny object’ implies that thematic investing is
predominately a play on the Hype Cycle. It’s true that some investors may be impacted more by media
awareness of certain themes than thorough research. Unfortunately, such an approach can lead to several
adverse investing behaviors such as taking shorter term views on themes, chasing themes not validated by
thorough research, or improperly concentrating on only a small group of popular companies. We do not
advocate for this approach to thematic investing.
In our opinion, thematic investing should take a research-driven approach to identifying powerful macro level
trends, accurately target a comprehensive list of companies that stand to benefit from the materialization of
that trend, and be implemented over a long time frame to maximize the opportunity to capture its growth
potential. It should play the adoption curve, not the hype cycle.

Myth #5: Thematic valuations have risen too high
We previously wrote about how to value disruptive themes, discussing that we believe price-to-sales ratios
are more useful than price-to-earnings for early-stage companies, and the importance of factoring in growth
expectations to valuations.
Over the past one-year period, through the end of January 2021, Global X’s Thematic Growth family of
ETFs returned between 6.25% to 129.50%, with an average return of 56.25%.4 Its fair for investors to
assume such strong returns over a short period would lead to outsized valuations. Indeed, on a price-tosales basis, many themes are more expensive than they were at this point a year ago. Average valuations
increased 25% over this period. Yet at the same time, average future sales growth expectations rose 16%,
as many themes experienced rapid adoption amid the turbulent pandemic, causing an acceleration in their
growth trajectories. Our preferred metric for analyzing the ‘expensiveness’ of a theme, price-to-sales-togrowth (PSG), is up just 7% over this time frame, as it factors in both the rising price-to-sales ratio and
increasing growth expectations.
Considering that interest rates were lowered to zero, trillions of dollars of fiscal stimulus were injected into
the economy, that many themes played a critical role in the stay-at-home and re-opening economies, and
the strong performance for many themes during this time frame, just a 7% increase in the PSG ratio
indicates that valuations are not as stretched as one might assume. In addition, the PSG ratio for the S&P
500 is only 7% lower than the average for Global X’s Thematic Growth family, despite a doubling of revenue
growth as companies recover from the pandemic.5 This further indicates that despite strong recent
performance, many themes do not appear over-valued relative to the broad markets.
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Source: Global X ETFs, Bloomberg. Data as of Jan 31, 2021. Click here to see detailed Thematic Suite
fund performance information, including expenses. The performance data quoted represents past
performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Myth #6: Its too late to invest in certain high growth themes
As mentioned earlier in this piece, thematic investing is a long-term approach to capturing structural
disruptions. Therefore, we believe recent high or low performance in individual themes is more often noise
than a signal that a theme is ‘too early’ or ‘too late’. Instead, we prefer to lean on the adoption curve,
including estimating the total addressable market for each theme and current levels of penetration. In the
chart below, our research team has estimated levels of adoption for each theme using quantitative and
qualitative analyses. Its important to note, however, that the total addressable market and the speed of
adoption for each theme is not the same (i.e they will each follow their own adoption curves over time). In
addition, changes in technology, consumer habits, regulations, and other factors can accelerate or
decelerate adoption, as well as expand or contract the total addressable market over time, meaning
adoption curves and penetration are dynamic by nature.
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As you can see in this chart, many themes ae estimated to be in the Early Majority stage or earlier,
suggesting substantial room for future growth, even perhaps despite recent high performance.

1. Global X ETFs, data from Jan 1, 2020 to Dec 31, 2020
2. Global X ETFs, as of Jan 31, 2021
3. AltaVista, as of Feb 9, 2021
4. Bloomberg, data from Jan 1, 2020 to Dec 31, 2020.
5. Bloomberg, Global X ETFs, as of Jan 31, 2021.
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SEI Investments Distribution Co. (1 Freedom Valley Drive, Oaks, PA, 19456) is the distributor for the Global X Funds.
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. There is no guarantee the strategies discussed will be successful. International
investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting
principles or from economic or political instability in other nations. Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as
well as increased volatility and lower trading volume. Narrowly focused investments may be subject to higher volatility. The funds are nondiversified.
Information Technology companies can be affected by rapid product obsolescence, and intense industry competition. Risks include disruption in
service caused by hardware or software failure; interruptions or delays in service by third-parties; security breaches involving certain private,
sensitive, proprietary and confidential information managed and transmitted; and privacy concerns and laws, evolving Internet regulation and
other foreign or domestic regulations that may limit or otherwise affect the operations. Healthcare, Genomics, Biotechnology and Medical
Device companies can be affected by government regulations, expiring patents, rapid product obsolescence, and intense industry competition.
CleanTech Companies typically face intense competition, short product lifecycles and potentially rapid product obsolescence. These companies
may be significantly affected by fluctuations in energy prices and in the supply and demand of renewable energy, tax incentives, subsidies and
other governmental regulations and policies. The risks related to investing social media companies include disruption in service caused by
hardware or software failure, interruptions or delays in service by third-parties, security breaches involving certain private, sensitive, proprietary
and confidential information managed and transmitted by social media companies, and privacy concerns and laws, evolving Internet regulation
and other foreign or domestic regulations that may limit or otherwise affect the operations of such companies. There are additional risks
associated with investing in lithium and the lithium mining industry.
Carefully consider the Funds’ investment objectives, risk factors, charges, and expenses before investing. This and additional
information can be found in the Funds’ summary or full prospectus, which may be obtained by calling 1.888.493.8631, or by visiting
globalxetfs.com. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing.
Management Company LLC serves as an advisor to Funds. The Funds are distributed by SEI Investments Distribution Co. (SIDCO), which is
not affiliated with Management Company LLC or Mirae Asset Global Investments.
Shares of ETFs are bought and sold at market price (not NAV) and are not individually redeemed from the Fund. Brokerage commissions will
reduce returns. Beginning October 15, 2020, market price returns are based on the official closing price of an ETF share or, if the official closing
price isn’t available, the midpoint between the national best bid and national best offer (“NBBO”) as of the time the ETF calculates current NAV
per share. Prior to October 15, 2020, market price returns were based on the midpoint between the Bid and Ask price. NAVs are calculated
using prices as of 4:00 PM Eastern Time. The returns shown do not represent the returns you would receive if you traded shares at other times.
Indices are unmanaged and do not include the effect of fees, expenses or sales charges. One cannot invest directly in an index. This
information is not intended to be individual or personalized investment or tax advice and should not be used for trading purposes. Please
consult a financial advisor or tax professional for more information regarding your investment and/or tax situation.
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